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Desired Goals for Hika Park:

Hika Bay Park is a little known treasure located

There has been quite a bit of sediment deposited

-Nature trail leading to open area shing locations

-Create a stronger sand-based ecosystem

right next to Lake Michigan at the only point

along the creek because in the mid-1990!s the dam

-Exhibition of proper sand ecosystems

-Paved parking lot

where the water is the same level as the land.

was removed. The Village of Cleveland is working

-Covered, open seating

-Designation of entrance

The community and committees that are in

with the Lakeshore Natural Resources Partner-

-Area for boat launch

-Accentuate Lake Michigan ans the beach

charge of the area want to bring in more users

ship to restore the old millpond close to its original

by implementing trails throughout the forest,

state. When the land is restored, the hope is the

-Designated parking

that comes directly up to it

-Topography to mimic sand dunes

-Area for boats to dock and load

adding permanent parking, and enhancing the

ecosystems will follow. Eventually, the creek will

-Entrance enhancement

-Trail systems for all ages and abilities

landscape.

become a shing option for the community.
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Multilevel Walkways Along Creek
The trail system does not go far along the creek as
is, so it is hard for people to experience the entire
site. By providing a walk for shermen that is

Mimicking the Waves and Form of Sand Dunes

closer to the creek and one above for casual us-

One of the current issues with Hika Park is the lack

is key to drawing in new users. Directly next to the

ers, it makes each individual feel as if it were de-

of users. A main contributor is the underdevelop-

grass area is a main street that runs up and down most

signed for them. The hard-working shermen can

ment of the open space near the street. There is a

of the coast of Wisconsin. Planting an alley of trees

have peace without children running around their

strip of grass that is well-kept with a strip of wet-

along the border will increase the scale of the site and

equipment, and families will not have to worry about

land between the grass and the beach area next to

provide partial views into the area for passersby. The

children getting too close to the creek. It would be

Lake Michigan, but there is nothing that creates a

alley of trees also adds a safety/comfort factor be-

wise to include a rail of some sort along the path

sense of wonder. Adding topograhy and strategi-

cause of partial enclosure and views into the distance

for added security, even if it only perceived.

cally placing trees between the hills to form a path

to see any oncoming pedestrians.

FRONT BERM OPEN AREA

BEACH NODE ON THE LAKE

MAIN ENTRANCE DISTINCTION

Bridges Throughout the Trail

Sand Ecosystems

Front Entrance Enhancement

Since there will be users of all ages,

Currently, the beach is full of suckers

The evergreens are blocking part of

it is important to keep in mind that

and invasives. By planting proper trees

the welcome sign for Hika Park. By

not everyone will want to go to the

that will not reach a height of over

framing the sign and having a few

end of the creek. By adding bridges

20 feet in open clusters and removing

different species with an assort-

intermittently, people have the

invasives, small groups are more likely

ment of heights, people will be more

choice of what side to hike on and

to use the space. Providing opportuni-

intrigued to enter. The sign should

the bridges provide smaller cirula-

ties for covert and overt socializing

also have a short slogan on it to cre-

tion loops for a variety of abilities.

increases the variety of users.

ate a picture before even entering.

